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Apeejay School Saket 
Term 1(2012-13) 

Class – XI 
Multimedia and Web technology (067) 

 
Time : 3 hours                                                                      M.M : 70 
 
General Instructions:  
(i) All questions are compulsory.  
(ii) Write down the serial number of the question before attempting it . 
 
1. 

a)   Name any two structural tags of HTML.  1 
b)   What is the difference CELLSPACING and CELLPADDING?  1 
c)   Explain with the help of an example how Intrafile linking is done. 1 
d)   What is the use of the ALT attribute of an <IMG> tag? 1 
e)  What is the difference between the Submit button and Reset button of a HTML  

form? 1 
f)  Define <DL>tag .  1 
g)  Explain the importance of NOFRAME tag .  1 
h)  Explain the importance of font tag ?How font is different from basefont  tag? 2 
i)  What is the use of TEXTAREA ? Write all the attribute of textarea. 2 
j)  Write a note on the usage and different attributes available for the < FRAME> 

and <FRAMESET > tags. 1 
k)  How can you include background sound in HTML page ? 2 
l)  What is URL ? Explain different types of URL.  2 
m)  Write a note on the different types of lists available in HTML.  2 
n)    Explain the usage of: 3 

i)  Target attribute of <A> tag 
ii)  SRC attribute of <FRAME> tag 
iii)  Autostart of <EMBED> tag  

o)  Differentiate between: 5 
i. <TD> and <TH> attribute. 
ii. <ALIGN> and VALIGN> attribute. 
iii. Input type image and img 
iv. ACTION method get and post 
v. Input type radio and checkbox  

p)   Describe following tags with their attribute and a suitable example for each: 6*2=12 
1. Select 4. Hypertext Anchor 
2. Table 5. Frameset 
3. Blockquote 6. Embed 

 
2. 

a) Specify the tag and attributes to send a form to the email address 
mymail@emailaccount.com            1 

b) Write the HTML command to create a textbox which can accept maximum of 20 
characters with a default value “Enter Name”.               1 

c) Write HTML code to design a List Box of any four consumer products.              1 
d) Write the HTML code to create a framed web page in the following format: 

                                                                                                                   2 

mailto:mymail@emailaccount.com
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e) Name the tag and attributes             2 

i. To sets the top/bottom margin of the web page. 
ii. Specifies the vertical placement of the text in the cells. 

 
  
3.   

 
a) Write the HTML code to generate a Web Page in the format given below :  8 

 
Consider the following while writing the HTML code : 

1. Title of the page should be “CA”  
2.  

Background colour of the page should be “purple”.  
3. Text style of the main heading should be “Arial bold” and colour should be 

blue.  
4. Image used is calogo.jpg. 
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5. Table should have a 2 pixel thick border of colour green and the space 
between cell content and border is 15 pixels.   

6. The bottom image (sd.jpg) and the text “opensource software” are links to 
page “dobhri.html” 

 
b) Write the HTML code to generate a Web Page in the format given below : 8 

Consider the following while writing the HTML code 
1. Title of the page should be “Tourism Industry” 
2. Background colour of the page should be “Silver”, Link colour should be 

“Maroon”,visited link colour should be “Red” . 
3. Picture used in the page is the file “beach.jpg” 
4. Table should have a border of width 2. 
5. Use the concept of nested lists for creating the list given in the web page 

withspecified bullets. 
6. Pages linked to : 
• Front Office as “front.html” 
• Food & Beverages as “food.html” 

 
4 
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a) How are the following different from each other? 
i. Primary memory and secondary memory 1 
ii. ClipArt and a picture. 1 
iii. Header and footer of a document. 1 

b) What are the functions of an operating system? 1 
c) What is the purpose of using Page Setup in MS-Word?         1 
d) Write a short note on printers.             2 
e) Differentiate between Application Software and Utility Software. Give examples 

of each.                2 
 


